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If you missed the March meet i ng, you missed out on some potentially 
money s avi ng i deas i n the form of Federal Income Tax. You also missed 
tl1e election of a ne1,W:(11Jml•l#•O@iitfif-'1. The following slate was unani
mously elected : 

IIMUl:/it-Uil 
li•mlifiiltl•l:W 
fi:1;H,-• :(IJ;.1J1• •i:tJ;Mi-i:ifJMI 

l•i@lmlliH?i •:!lj:iljlm:11;• 
INiMlifil:••M 
llttMl-i?tJMI 

Chapter 168 i s a good "cross-section" of the EAA movement - partially 
due to our size, but more importantly due to the diversity of interest 
here in the D/ FW Metroplex, where aerospace t echnology is a part of our 
way of life . Your c urrent Officers and Direc tors represent a good 
"c ross-section" of Chapter 168 membership. Thanks for your continued 
s upport of your elected Chapter leaders . If you' re not per sonally 
a,·qua inted with these folks , get to know them, share your ideas and sug
.-;es tions with them s o that you will be better r epre s ented by them in 
the Chapter's plans for the future. 

Pre s ident Kt):ii;l;j#ij-j/Q:I\W is putting toge ther a Shopping Mall di s play that 
will no doubt be the highlight of our 1984 activities. He' 11 be sha ring 
more a bout t hat with y ou at the regular meetings . It's not too early 
to start ge tting your project , o r a piece of your project, ready to 
display . This is a good opportunity t o get some good P.R. for sport 
flying . Let Gerry know what you' re planning to display so that arrange
ment s can be made for your display, or tha t your name is on the volun
teer list. 

Had a real thrill a c ouple of weeks ago. M:11IW:1J;1j.W Stinson 108 
flew a fter a two year period of playing "Hangar Queen". Congratulations, 
llill, keep he r flying ! 

Chapter 34 is hosting a fly-in April 29 at Wa co Grove at the Arlington 
Airport . For more information, contact • itl:• flijmu• (214) 224-3212. 

Also on April 29, Chapt e r 661 i s having a "Swap Meet" at • rJij:a'.'n@/tftQ.i 
ha ngar at Aero Country . Real live action from 10:00 am to 3 :00 pm. 
Bring your good and bad junk and t reasures! For more information, con
tact •:m• R;•i•t--M 1214) 436-8548. 

There is another interesting Homebuilt at Addison. Someone flew it i n 
just a f ew days ago . It's a three quarter scale PS!! The wings and 
control s urfaces appear to be metal and a composit fuselage . The engine 
is a 351 Ford Cleveland using a t hree blad e prop (probably from a Baron, 
s hortened a bit) . l think the Preston Museum is planning to manufacture 
kits for home builders and a few production aircraft. It will be inter
esting to watch the development. One concern with scaling down a War 
Bi rd is that you cannot easily scale down the pilot. I've watched an 
attempt to scale down a Swift pilot. After 6 months he is s till 1.21 
scale . We would be glad i f we could just get him down to normal scale ! 

J... 

We have been given permission to reproduce a lett er from Gene Beggs from 
Midland, Texas dealing with stall spin recovery . You may f ind the i nf or
mation to be in conflict wi th what you have been taught. If you decide 
to do personal resear ch , please make s ure you are qualified, or get a 
qualified instructor to assist you. 

IH:¥1JiMM 
GOOD IN}'O ABOUT THE C.A. P. and ELT Information ••• TUESDAY NIGHT APR. 24th 

Regular Meeting spot ••• Let• s 'i'urn Out. 

PREZ ' S PAGE 

Speaking for the chapter, I ' d like to thank those individuals 
wh o served as directors during 1983. Man y members may not think 
about it, I didn ' t, but there is mo re to running the chapter than 
the forth Tuesday meeting. These folks put in a lot of time, 
thanks again. 

At o ur last meeting we had quite a few new people, with hard 
to pronounce names I might add, we welcome you and hope you will 
participate in the activities of the chapter. 

As president, I have become keeper of some of the chapter records 
from years past. I n reading through the material I find quite a 
number of tra cks left b y Charlie Penr y . There are ot hers who 
ha ve made there mark there but, after visiting Charlie ' s workshop 
I ' ve begun to put it all t ogether and am just no w realizing wha't 
a dedicated, disciplined individual he was. I regret not taking 
the time to know him better. Maybe we should all take time to 
smell the roses. 

See yo u at Sk y line. 

(}C 

* I am a skeptic -- about anything that induces fear because of what
ever. When one of my student s brought out a brochure from Christen 
Industries containi ng a brochure from Beggs Aviation about a " sure-fire " 
method of s pin recovery - any t y pe of spin -- I thought, "This guy is 
really sticking his neck out". My students asked me what I thought a bout 
it (flat spins in a 2-place Eagle or Pitts - NO WAY!). I said I'll call 
him and check out his me thod. Well, I l o st sleep over this, and called 
Gene and schedul ed some dual. I kept an open mind! I'm glad I did! 
In my 700 hours of Pitts time a nd 50 hours or s o Eagle time, I had 
never considered teaching fla t s pins . Now my doubt has been removed. 
Tani convinced the accident s r esulting from flat spins ( or any type , 
for that matter) are pilot problems - not airplane problems! Please 
read Gene's article. It may save your life . 

~-
Sandy Bar rows 
Prec ision Aerobatics 
Aerovalley 
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OUT SPINNING WITH GENE BEX:GS 

~ ( Of confusion and mystery about spins I ) 

What? That's no wa:y to begin an article! Yes, I believe it is appropriate 
in this case, because 1f you don't read another word of this, I want you to 
read the most important part and memorize the following method of emezgency 
spin recovery. It could save your lifel 

FOR EMERGENCY SPIN RECOVERY 

l, Cut the throttle! 
2. Take yourhand off the stick! 
J. Kick full opposite :rodder until the spin stops! 
4. Neutralize :rodder and pull out of the divel 

No matter who you are or what your level of experience is, please go back 
and read it again! If you fly aerobatics, or if you fly an airplane that 
is capable of spinning, you should know this life saving method of spin 
i:ecovery, This method of recovery will enable you to quickly and easily 
r ecover from .!!:!}l_ spin that can be encountered in any of the airplanes that 
I have used in the spin tests conducted during the past two years. This 
method has many advantages over those shown in most aircraft flight manuals. 
It is as simple as one, two, three, and can be relied on in an emergency 
~ituation where a pilot ma:y not be thinking clearly, It has the added 
advantage of it being unnecessary for the pilot to know what kind of spin 
he ls in, the recovery procedures are the same whether the spin is upright 
or inverted, flat or normal, power on or off or otherwise, 

Now that we have the most important part of this article behind us, you 
can stop right there if you wish, but I hope you will stay with me because 
I would like to tell you in more detail of my experiences during the past 
two years of research and flight testing regarding spins and spin recoveries 
in aerobatic airplanes. I promise not to bore you with a long, technical 
article filled with formulas, graphs, and advanced aeronautical theories, 
I am certainly not an aeronautical engineer, but I am a pretty fair stick 
and rudder man and have been able to pick up a few bits and pieces of in
formation worth passing along to others during my years of lnst:i:ucting and 
flying aerobatics, 

Now, if I have gotten your attention , or aroused your curiousity, or 
maybe even raised your ire a little bit, read on! At this point, you may 
be a little bit skeptical about the reliability of this method of spin 
recovery. It just sounds too simple and too good to be true doesn't it? 
But it isl Believe me, it ls the answer to one of the· greatest dangers 
in our sport, inadvertent splnsl Spins that occur when falling out of a 
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botched maneuver, a torque roll, lomcevak etc. These are the ones that get 
us into trouble, not the normal, competition type spin. 

When the subject of spins and spin recovery comes,up you illlllediately begin 
to get all sorts of comments and opinions and theories regarding thie or 
that and everyone begins to :z:un off in his own direction am in u.ny cases 
refuses to listen to anything else that ls said that differs fro11 his own 
opinions. This is eo sad because 111any of these pilots are so lllisinformed 
by well intentioned but unknowlegeable friends and associates. Pilots tend 
to cling to their theories and opinions eometimes out of stubborn pride and 
refuse to admit to themselves or any one else that they don't know everything 
there ls to know about spins. 

You may recall reading an article in the November 19Bi issue of Sport Aerobatics 
by Eric Muller entitled, The Spin-Myth & Reality. In this article Erle 
explained this method of spin recovery which he had discovered. I must admit 
that when I first read the article, I too was very skeptical. I remember 
thinking to myself, "Hey, I don't think this man ever tried that in a Pit.tsl" 
"We better either prove that it will work, or get the word to him quick before 
he kills himself!" Then I read the article over and over again. Eric went 
on to say how he had conducted many hours of spin tests, taking in the 
widest variety of aircraft that came into the class of "conventional" design 
(i.e. , excluding canards, T-tails, etc,) He also went on to say that he 
had studied every existing text on the subject and had stopped the spin over 
4oOO times with this method. By this time I was thinking to myself, "Well, 
maybe t.here is something to this, after all, this man is a very experienced, 
world class aerobatic pilot," "Maybe I better investigate this a little 
further," "I suppose that it ls possible that even I, in all my wisdom, don't 
know it all!" (You see, you have to realize that most aerobatic pilots think 
like this. That is why most tend to skip over another boring article on 
spins because they think that they already know all there ls to know on the 
subject,) For this reason, I hope everyone who flies aerobatics reads this 
one. There are a lot of pilots out there who need to know about this life 
saving method of spin recovery. 

Since my earliest days of involvement in this sport,l was very much aware 
of the dangers of flat spins, inadvertent spins, etc. How many pilots do 
you know who have spun in accidentally during the past few years? Some of 
them were very experienced and competent pilots, some were new comers to 
the sport, What happened? Were they confused and disoriented, applying 
the wrong control inputs, trying desparately to recover from what they thought 
was an upright spin when in fact they were in an inverted spin, or were they 
simply not allowing enough ' tlme for recovery to take place, Maybe they were 
holding opposite aileron or forgot to pull the power, either of which will 
prevent recovery in many airplanes. 

We have all heard tales of how an airplane just "Went into a flat spin" or 
"It just wouldn't come out no 11a.tter what I didl" We have also read articles 
where the pilot, after trying everything he knew to do to recover, finally 
decided to ball out and while trying to unfasten his seat belts or unlatch 
the canopy, the aircraft recovered on it's own. Now what does this tell you? 
It tells me that the pilot was confused and applying the wrong control 
inputs simply holding the airplane in the spinl It. also tells me that the 
pilot was not properly trained in spins and spin recovery procedures in that 
particular aircraft! I will readily aclmit that I at one time, was one of 
these pilots. We all know that a properly certificated aerobatic airplane 
loaded within the manufacturer's weight and balance llmit.atlons, will re
cover from any spin if the pilot. only knows the correct recovery procedures. 
Then why do pilots continue to get into trouble with spins? The lack of 
proper check-outs ls the problem as I see itl The reasons that pilots are 
not being properly checked out are many, but the most common are 1 +. 



1, The lack of really qualified, knowledgeable and competent instructors, 

2. The pilot's refusal to admit that he needs training, (Most experienced 
pilots tend to under-estimate these ai:rcraft and tend to believe that 
they already know all that is necessary for them to know to fly these 
"little 'ol bitty airplanes!") 

J, Economic :reasons for which the pilot just does not want to spend the 
time and money to go where he can get good quality aerobatic t:caining, 
He thinks he can just go out and learn it on his own, (The cost of a 
good check-out by a really qualified instructor is small when you com
pare this with the initial investment in a good aerobatic airplane and 
consider the risks involved in experimenting on your own, ) 

4. Fear! Many pilots are simply afraid of spins and are af:caid that the 
instructor will take them up and "wring them out:• (This simply will 
not happen if the instructor is truly a professional, His main concern 
will be that you recieve the training you need to enable you to operate 
your airplane safely and to enjoy it fully without making you uncomfortable,: 

Having been involved in the flight training business for several years, I 
have always been vitally concerned with flight safety, I have always been 
an advocate of spin training for all pilots, but it was after the loss of 
a very dear friend in the summer of 1981, that I became so terribly concerned 
about getting to the bottom of this spin thing once and for all, I began 
to search for the answers, and when I read Eric Hullers article in the 
November issue, of Sport Aerobatics, I realized that if this would indeed 
work as he said it would, I had found the final piece of the puzzle and 
the answer to my prayers! Here was a simple and foolproof method that a 
p~lot could use to recover from~ spin he might find himself in without 
it even being necessary for him to know what type of spin he was inl 

I was still a little skeptical at this point! It just sounded too simple 
and foolproof, nothing could be that easy, could it? (But it is!) 

Before I contirrue, I would like to point out what my experience level was 
at the time I read Eric's article, I was an ATP rated pilot with single 
and multi engine ratings, a flight instructor and pilot examiner with over 
12,000 hours, much of which had been spent in flight training on a daily 
basis in small airplanes, I was an experienced aerobatic competitor who 
had just completed his seventh year of IAC competition, of which two were 
in the unlimited category, I had over ,500 hours in Citabrias and Decathlons 
and about 600 hours in the Pitts S-1-S, I thought I had a good understanding 
of aerobatics and pretty well knew it all about spins, (l didn't!) 
I point this out not to boast of my ratings or experience, but to try and 
convince you that no matter what our level of experience is, we still need 
to keep an open mind and realize that we all still have a lot to learn. 

I realized that there were several occasions where my Pitts had surprised 
me and I just wasn't real sure what it had done or how I had got it out. I 
I also realized that there had been many very experienced aerobatic pilots 
who had spun in under mysterious ci:rcumstances that defied explanation. I 
knew, whether I wanted to admit it or not, that there were still some things 
I did not understand about spins, 

After deciding to investigate Eric's method further, I began by calling upon 
some of the most experienced and respected pilots in the sport and I asked 
them if they had any knowledge or experience with this method, Not one of 
them had even heard of itl Not one of them had even read the article! I 
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don't mean to criticize or be disrespectful in any way to any of these fine 
gentlemen, as they are certainly among the best that's ever been, I simply 
want to point out how we tend to overlook things like this article by 
Eric Muller, Once in a while, a real "jewel" af an article or a priceless 
bit of information comes along and it goes by largely unnoticed arxl un
appreciated for what it really is. This was the case with Eric Muller's 
article on spins, 

After calling on the most experienced and respected pilots and instructors 
in the business and finding that none of them had done aey experimenting 
w1 th this method of spin ~ecovery, I realized that if I was going to get · 
anywhere with it I was going to have to do so on my own, I set out to flight 
test this method very carefully to see if it would work in every concievable 
type of spin in the airplanes that were available to me, I began very 
cautiously and worked up to the more difficult situations very slowly, As I 
progressed I found that it did indeed work very well in every case, At this 
time, I was using my Fitts S-1-S, Nl6GB which is a stock airplane with no 
modifications, After taking delivery of my new Fitts S-1-T in October 1981, 
I contimied with my spin tests in the "T" model, I went on to test the method 
in the Christen Eagle II. the Pitts S2A loaded in every possible way as long 
as it was within weight and balance limitations, I also tested the Cessna 1.50, 
Cessna 172. and the Beechcraft Skipper trainer in o:rder to take in a wider 
variety of ai:rcraft. I found that in every case, in every spin I could put 
these airplanes into including inverted and upright flat spins in the Pitts 
and Eagles, the aircraft always recovered promptly and smoothly by using the 
method of spin recovery that I outlined at the beginning of this article, 
I know of only one case where a pilot has reported that his ai:rcraft would 
not recover from a spin using this method and that was an original, stock, 
DeHavilland Chipmunk with the small xudder and no spin strakes, I have 
conducted some spin tests in an original, stock, Chip111.1nk which had the 
spin strakes installed at the leading edges of the horizontal stabilizers 
and the lai-ger rudder, and this aircraft would always recover nicely from 
any spin I was able to put it into, using this method, 

While conducting the spin tests, I decided I would talk to as :many pilots 
as possible while traveling around the country regarding their spin recovery 
techniques. I was absolutely amazed, I noticed that experienced pilots 
and neophytes alike tended to believe that they knew all that was necessary 
for them to know about spins, In some cases,the pilots were very indignant 
and seemed to be insulted that I had the nerve to even suggest that their 
aircraft could get into any spin that they couldn't get out of, I now believe 
that some pilots tend to cling to their theories and beliefs about spins 
and spin recoveries, which in many cases are entirely wrong and dangerous, 
out of stubborn pride, and as a matter of principle, No one likes to be 
told that he is wrong, After all he "read it in a book didn't he?" 

Many of the pilots that I spoke with took me seriously and agreed that 
there was indeed a problem in this area, Many related their own experiences 
with spins that had gotten out of hand, The following are some comments 
from some of them that I think you will find interesting, Some are amusing, 
some are not so amusing, · 

How about this one? "It just went into a spin and wouldn't come outl I 
tried everything, full power, opposite rudder, opposite aileron, stick back, 
stick forward, nothing seemed to have a:ey effect, I finally got it out 
but I don't know howl" 

Or how about this one? "Son of a 1/%*0 111 I tried everything! · Why, you 
could put that stick anywhere you wanted to and nothing would happen, it 
kept right on spinning, Just when I thought I was going to get it out, it 
would start. spinning again, I finally decided to bail out and cut the mags 
an:i while I was trying to unfasten my seat belts, the damn thing came out," 
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Or th1sl "Why, I must have reversed that spin five times. Just when I 
thought I was going to get it out, it would start spinning in the opposite 
direction. Just when I thought it was all over, she recovered when I 
turned the stick loose and started trying to unlatch the canopy to bail 
out ... 

I also heard this one, "I fell out of the torque roll at about ,5000 feet. 
It started spinning and I did not recover and pull out till I was down to 
about 900 feet! I fought it all the way down trying everything I knew to 
do and somehow I got it out in time, It Dlllst have been out of rig or 
something. 

I have also been told, "Yeah son, you need to slam that stick full forward 
and give her a burst of power, You need that power to make your elevator 
more effective." 

Or this ones "We tried everythi~. Nothing worked. We finally turned 
the stick loose and started experimenting with the trim lever and she 
came out, The trim must have been out of adjustment or something," 

These comments just show you how many pilots there are out there who do 
not know how to recover from an inadvertent spin, and bear in mind that 
these are just the ones who would talk about it and the ones that had 
lived to talk about it. It is interesting to note that in many cases 
the aircraft recovered on it's own after the pilot cut the power and 
let go of the controls and turned his attention to trying to unfasten his 
seat belts or unlatch the canopy, This just proves that the pilot was 
simply holding the airplane in the ~pin with wrong control inputs trying 
i •n many cases, to recover from what they thought was an upright spin, 
wten in fact they were in an inverted spin or vice ve:raa. 

After more than two years of flight testing and a lot of research, I bought 
a new Pitts S2A and started my aerobatic training program in May of 198J, 
Since that time, I have taught the course to dozens and dozens of pilots 
from all over the country and as far away as Canada, and Austria, I have 
yet to have a student who could not recover quickly and easily from any 
spin I cwld put them in including .;.nverted and upright flat spins using 
the method of spin recovery shown here, My students have included pilots 
with varying levels of experience f::om complete beginners to advanced 
aerobatic competitors, The following is an outline of the spin training 
program that I use in checking a pilot out in a Pitts type aircraft, 

(I.) Textbook Spins or Normal Spins. (Upright and inverted, left and right,) 
'Power off, ailerons neutral, stick full back or full forward,) 

(ill 

(III 

(ill 

Cross Controlled or Flat Spins. (Upright and inverted, left and right, 
power off, stick either full forward or full back, full opposite aileron,) 

Accellerated Spins, (Upright and inverted, left and right, power off,) 
'1•11 go into more detail on this one later,) 

Upright and Inverted Fui l Power Flat Spins, 

The student will also be famialiarized with the following, 

1, Spin reversal by overcontrolling. 

2, The effects of throttle, ailerons, elevator, zudder and elevator trim, 

J, Visual cues relative to spin axis, 

4, Psychological and physi ological considerations, 
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In item (III) above , I am referring to the type af spin that develops when 
the pilot begins to move the stick slowly toward the neutral position from 
either the full back or full forward position after the spin has developed, 
or the type of spin that will result when the aircraft falls out of a man
neuver and begins to spin with the stick not fully against the forward or 
back stop, I have never heard this type of spin mentioned in any aircraft 
flight maZDJal and I use the term "Accellerated Spin" for want of something 
better to call them, The rate of rotation that can be develpped in this 
type of spin can only be described as · awesome! If it is encountered for 
the first time on your own, it can be very disorienting and frightening, 
I don't have the time or"llpace here to go into detail on each item listed 
in the outline above, but I would like to take a moment to explain a little 
bit further about these "accellerated" spins, 

Lets take for example a normal upright spin to the right, Power off, and 
stick full back, ailerons neutral, and full right zudder, After the spin 
develops, we will begin to slowly go forward with the stick and as we do, 
you will notice a dramatic increase in the rate of rotation. We now let 
go completely of the stick, and you will notice that the stick stays in 
the aft position and the ailerons will lay slightly "in spin", The stick 
will not be full back, it will be about half way between the true neutral 
position arxi the full aft position, but it will feel like it is in neutral 
to you, If you now take the stick & try to push it forward, you will fioo 
a lot of resistance arxi it will take an unbelievable amount of force to 
push that stick forward and you will also notice that the harder you push , 
the faster the airplane will spin and even with full forward stick, the 
airplane will not recover! If you let go of the stick at this time, you 
will notice that the elevator will snap right back into that same position 
mentioned above, After the airplane gets into this type of spin, pushing 
the stick forward increases the rate of rotation and pulling it back, 
slows the rate of rotation, in the case of an upright spin. Of course the 
same is true of an inverted spin except that pulling the stick back will 
increase the rate of rotation and pushing it full forward will slow it 
down, With this type of spin, the pilot can become very confused and 
disoriented., not knowing whether the spin is inverted or upright, left 
or right, Combine this with a dangerously low altitude, and the panic 
that sets in when a pilot finds himself out of control, and you have a 
potential disaster in the making, Many pilots still believe that the 
elevator gets the airplane out of the spin, and when they have cycled the 
stick from full forward to full back and the spin rotation increases in 
one direction and slows in the other, this leads them to believe that the 
airplane will not recover, Let me emphasize at this point that the elevator 
does not get the airplane out of the spin! In most cases, if used by 
itself, it will only agravate the spin, The zudder is the most effective 
control for spin recovery, If this all sounds complicated, confusing 
and frustrating, don't despair, It doesn't matter if you understand all 
the aerodynamics involved or not, the recovery from any spin is the same 
even if you don't even know what type of spin ycu are in, Simply, cut the 
power to idle, let go completely of the stick, look straight down the engine 
cowling so you won't become confused. as to the direction af yaw, and push 
full opposite rudder, (The one that is the hardest to push,) The airplane 
will recover! Please understand that this type of recovery procedure is 
used when you are not sure just what the airplane is doing, It is an 
emergency spin recovery procedure, We do not use this procedure for a 
precision, competition type spin where we want to recover precisely on a 
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point. A precision type spi n recovery is one i n which we :first apply full 
opposite rudder with the stick either :full :forward or full back depending 
on the type o:f spin and then apply nose down elevator at the point where 
we want the spin to stop , neutralize the rudders and then project a perfectly 
vertical down line, 

The commonly accepted methods o:f spin recovery shown in most aircraft :flight 
marruals are certainly correct and will work i:f used exactly as described, 
Als.o, the method o:f recovery :from :flat spins taught by many instructors will 
certainly work , however they are very complicated and time consuming and 
they also require that the pilot know exactly what type o:f spin he is in 
before he can apply the-proper control movements, This all just asks too 
much o:f the panic stricken pilot who :finds himself in trouble at a danger
ously low altitude, With the method o:f spin recovery that I teach .in my 
aerobatic course, the pilot can quickly and easily recover, with a minimum 
loss o:f altitude, from!!!.'£. spin even if he is confused and doesn't know 
what type o:f spin it is, 

While teaching basic aerobatics during the past few months, I have :found 
that the :following maneuvers are the ones most likely to result in an in
advertent spin during the student ' s :first :few attempts, 
1 , Hammerheads, 2, Immellmans, J, Vertical rolls, 4, Vertical snaps. 

In my own case, the maneuvers that got me in trouble before I thoroughly 
understood what was happening, were the torque rolls am lomcevaks, Please 
treat these two with the greatest respect and don't practice them at low 
altitudes, I would also like to make one more suggestion to you regarding 
:flying in airshows, Do not under any circumstances, do spins in airshowsl 
They are just too unpredictable to be done safely at low altitudes, The 
altitude loss during recovery can be affected by too many variables such 
·as, density altitude, miscalculating the number o:f turns, the hypnotic 
effect of multi-tum spins etc, Keep it :flying, The avemge person at 
an airshow doesn't know the difference between a five turn inverted :flat 
spin and a whi:fferdill anyway, and your :friends that do would appreciate 
-it if you wouldn't scare the hell out of them with a recovery in ground 
effect. 

I certainly don't claim to know it all about spins, but I have learned a 
lot about the subject in the past few years and I am convinced that this 
method is the best, most reliable and easiest method of emergency spin 
recovery that has ever been devised. If widely known and accepted, it 
could save a lot of lives. 

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize that I have not .discovered or 
developed anything new on my own and I cannot take credit for developing 
the spin recovery technique that I teach, I have simply taken the best 
of what I have learned :from others and from my own experiences and put 
it together to form a comprehensive and easy to understand spin training 
program that can be taught to any pilot in a relatively short period of 
time, I sincerely believe, that if I could give the average pilot thirty 
minutes of ground briefing, and thirty mi1U1tes of :flight training, he would 
be able to recover :from !!!.'£. spin that can be encountered in any of the 
airplanes I have tested so far, There is no need for any pilot to conti !Ule 
being afraid of flat spins , inverted spins etc, I am happy to provide 
training for individuals at my base in Midland , Texas and I would also 
be happy to provide training :for instructors that are involved in 
aerobatic training :for the benefit o:f the pilots in their area, They 
would then be able to go back to their home bases and teach this method 
to the pilots in that area, 

</ 

When choosing an i nstructor, ask a lot of questions, Ask for the names and 
phone 1U1mbers of their last three students and call them and find out i f they 
were happy with the training they recieved, Fi nd out if the instructo.r has • 
flown the model of aircraft that you will be using in your :flying, I:f so, 
how many hours does he have in make and model, Many instructors wil l pro:fess 
to be "aerobatic instructors" when in £act, they are no more than beginners 
themselves , 

There can be no substitute for good dual instruction by a competent, pro
fessional instructor who has the patience and understanding to pass his 
knowledge and skills on_to other pilots. Why stumble through it on your 
own, when with the proper training, you can remove all the mystery and :fear 
from your mind about spins, Confidence in anything comes with knowledge 
and proficiency, This can come easily :from the proper training, 

I hope you all will overlook my shortcomings as a writer and realize that 
this is completely out o:f my element, At least my intentions were good, 
I hope I have chosen words that get the message across that I intended, 
If not, call me at my of:fice at AC 915-.56)- 1441 or home in the evenings 
at 915-J67-0J29 and I'll do my best to explain it or we will find someone 
who canl Please discuss this with your :friends and :fellow aerobatic types 
and if you have any comments or feedback, I'm always eager to hear about 
it, Let's all have the best and safest year ever in 19841 

Sincerely and with 

B:J~ GENE BEGGS 

SFECIM. NE~JS RELEASE EXCL!JS I VEL '-f F(>R l 68 ' S HANGAR F H-:•ES: 

THIS IS AN OFFICIAL ANN•J UNCEMENT OF A SPOFTY AIRFLAl·lE' 1 

AMEROM(>D CORP,)RA T I,)t·I t> NORMAN SEATON ' S NEI..JS RELEASE 

THIS AIRPLMslE'S FE/,TURES INCLUDE: 

1. RESPONSIVE, HIGH PERFORMANCE , TOUGH AIRFLANE 
2. "LO!,! PRICEf•" ,:c1MPOMENT C<)NSTEUCTION 
3. USE[• L. YCOMMit-lG ENGINES ( 108 - 180 HP OPTIONS AVAIL.ABLE) 
4 . TWO PL.f.i CE >) R r=·,:iuR PLACE HITS AVA ILABLE 
5. " TA I L DRAG•3ER" 1) R " NOSE DRAGGER" hITS AVAIL.ABLE. 
6. FUEL CAPAC Ir, RANGES F ROM 24 TO 48 GAL S ON ALI.. MODFLfi 
7. LAFGE l"-At,•31,,jE 1~A f'A C ITY ON ALL. MODELS ( 10QJ Lf,5 MA X i 
8 . TAf<:E-OFF [•I S TAW.:E = 7 .25 ft, L1~Nf"•ING PISTAl,JCE = 3 '15 FT 
9. 100X FINAN CING AVAILABLE IN DALLAS TEXAS 

It is now time for chapter 168's best kept secre t t c 
be released. While activ i tly a voiding being elected as a 
leader in chapter 168, making chapter safety talks, anci 
flying factory bu ilt a i rcrafts, I have been invol ved with 
AMEROt10D CORPORATION in t he upcomming promotion of a s porty 
lit t le component con s t r uction type aircraft. This all-metal 
a i rcraf t wi l l al l ow the builder several opti o ns, it can be 
purchased and a s sembled in les s t i me than any home build 
adverti s ed t oday. The assemble time wil l be me&sured in 
days, not mon t hs and years. The cost i s in the range of the 
purchase pr i ce of the c urren t ultral i gh t aircrafts ($6500• . 

/0 



, This aircraft is currently being tested to use the 
Lycomming engine=, as. t:hey are the most popLllar engine in 
the cer tit ied airplanes . The aircraft has been tested using 
engines that range in hp from the Lye 108 through the 200 
hp l y e. Th e small e st and lowest priced airplane a va il ab l e 
will be a sporty, tricycle gear, all-metal, two place, 
side-ty-s ide, low-wi ng ver sion . This component 
construction model has been ful l y tested. Top speed at s ea 
lF·1e l is 1'f5 mph, and cruis.e speed calcLdates to 136 mph 
:i.1: 75i; po,Der. The enti.re aircraft, with a mid--ti me used 108 
Lye and fai r re.d ies, can probably be assembled for 
16500 . 00 . At present, a two p l ace, 150 hp. t ai l dragger 
versi on is being tested and preliminary flight tes t shows 
that the little ai rp lane actually ind i cates 165 mph in 
crui s e configuration . 

For th ose or you that think th a t aircraft are suppose 
to he.-,e four s :at:, thi: aircraft is a lso available i n the 
fou r place Jersion. The four p l ace aircraft requires a 
minim un cf 1~0 hp. and is now be ing tested with a 200 hp. 
The sp~eds of t he fo~r place 180 h p versions is 160 mph at 
t:500 ms!. a nd e. t 6::,;; po wer. The four place, 18 0 hp ver: ion 
c2n nc•••• be FL:rc: has e d and a:: e mbl.ed for :1ppro:,.3matl!,1 $18,000 
to $:8,000 depe nding on t he engine time a nd radios 

:el ecte·:J, The conFc:>nents o f the 150 hp 1'01.,r place ver s.ion 
ca~ be FUrch ased tor 112, 500. 

For th e se of you that are i n tere5ted, you m2y purchase 
siou.r- fir st component by F: icl~ing up c:1. COP:d c:,f tr2.de-:1-plane 
and l no~ under the caption cf Grumman . T ~ ~ one piece 
co rr;pcnent const ruction :tock twc, r=,lace Grun1n1:1n is ::\ '~ aiable 
fc:,- a["pro>:ame.tl~ $6.5 (30.00 and the Tiger t lm:l hp.> is 
a va ilc,t·le tor appo:: $2:2,000, S TCs. are a -. dil a ble from 
AMEROMOD cc, in s.e2ttle t o convert i:he engines fr om 108s up 
t o 180 hF , l ,MEROM•)D a 1 so t, as 2, st c a vai able to clean LtP the 
stoc~ ma in lending gear and gi v e a speed increa:e of 
aFpro x1 m2tly 10 mph, The fuel capacity of t he two place 
model: c an be doub led using the AMER0MOD stc. Gene 
Fl~=a~ .one of our own chapte r 168 mem bers , is presently 
'll<-cr l,in; on =1 stc t c a ll o10 tt,e o wner o f t he two place 
11 '...;Ei:,kee: 11 into 2 t6i 1 dr cigi;er,. 

!o wbt a i n your single c • nF onent ( completed, certified, 
aid anu1 :1led l airpla.ne, :imply ca ll your f r iendly Dall=1s 
b,,mker a ,, d r,roceced t u ·c2l l th e ·::HJ.•nFer s in t rad.,-a-p l ane and 
mclke a d89l en your own. Upon th e purcha~e of you r ~party, 
Jc~-wi n g, reiponsi~e, h igh per torm=1nce ai r plane you may 
join D~nnis Swenson, Gene Plazak, Tom Mar tin, Jack Eeasley, 
and myself and have alot of fun flying. 

I hope you enjoyed rr,y per : ona l promot i on of the yankee' 
No r man Seaton 

II 

CONTACT DAVE DAVIDSON IF YOU HAVE A FABRIC JOB COMING UP••••••••••••••••••••••• 

He wants to sell some leftovers from his project: 

Un-opened cans of STITS AEROTHANE ENAMEL 

3 Gals Insignia White, 1 gal. Bahama Blue 
including catalyst. 
2 Q.ts. Epo:x;y Primer Zinc Chromate 
2 Q.ts, Urathane Retarder 
3 Rolls 2" Pinked Dacron STITS Tape 
50 yds to a roll 

ALL FOR LESS THAN HALF PRICE •• • •• 

Call Dave at 495 - 7874 Home or 931 - 8400 Work 

ALSO NEW 4 way fuel 
valve. Never used. 
For 3/8" tubing. 

Iv cost S 16.26 

Gerald Lander has a whole bunch of neat stuff for sale••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Continental A - 65 8F chrome cylinders, Std she.ft, New pistons I Mags 1 

overhauled Std Cam shaft. 

Fuselage Build on Sl<;yhopper plans. Signed off by FAA, ready for cowling 
and fabric •• ,have metal, fabric and dope. 

Custom prop by Hegy. Gear legs I oleo ( ojH) 1 Cessna brakes I new discs 1 

New 600 - 6 Tires. 

Instruments... Horizontal Stab., Elevators covered, vertical fin and 
all tail cant. wood. New steerable tail wheel. 12" spinner with back 
plates. Canow glass and frame. Unused wheel pants , T-18 spars built 
up and ready for ribs. Turnbuckles NO 8 - 10. 

Free wood wings if the whole project sold at once. 

Also Air-Compressor and Welding rig. 

Call Gerald if this turns your creative juices on. (214) 255 - 6871 

CHARLEY PENERY AUCTION RESCHEDULED 

The CHARLEY PENERY AUCTION has been rescheduled for April 29, 1984. The 
Shop will be opened for prospective purchasers to view the items to be 
sold at 1:00 pm. The Auction will begin promptly at 2:00 pm. The Auctioneer 
is our own NORM SEATON. You won't want to miss this sale! Everything 
from historical documents and Aviation books to new (still in the crate) 
shop equipment! The address is : 

4238 S. Cresthaven Road 
Dallas, Texas 75209 
(East of Love Field -- Cresthaven connects 
to Lovers Lane two or three blocks east 
of Lemmon Avenue) 

12. 
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BFR-IN FLY-IN HOT DOG ROAST GATHERING SPEECHES VISITS * 
BFR BOOTHS FIRST FLIGHTS LONG FLYING STORIES* 

GROUND REVIEWS SHORT FLYING STORIES AIRCRAFTS DISPLAYS * 
FLYING REVIEWS REVIEW FLIGHTS PICTURE TAKING FLIGHTS • 

HANGAR TALKS FLYING TALK SLOW TALKS FAST TALKS TALK - TALKS * 
NAPS UNDER WINGS NAPS IN CHAIRS DURING LONG SPEECHES * 
PINCH-HITTER THINGEES AND OTHER THINGS • 

* THE MAIN PURPOSE or T~ Brn- IN rs TO HAVE. FUN AND AS A BY - F'fWDLJC-1 ;; 
DO A LITTLE WORK IF ~~YNT TO ON YOUR BFR IF YOU WANT TO. * 

, * 
ACCORDING TO FAR 61.57 ~4 MONTHS A PILOT MUST UNDER GO A * 
FLIGHT REVIEW ( BIENNIAL. n .: ~}j,; REVIEW). THE: BFF: WILL rHEN CCJNS'J Sl.,. 
OF A REVIEW OF PARl 91 THE ~~RENT GENERAL or·ERATING t'\ND FLIGHT ,, 
RULES AND A FLIGHT REVIEW OF THOSE MANEUVERS AT THE DISCRETION • 
OF THE PERSON GIVING THE REVIEW ARE NECESSARY TD DEMO STRATE THAT• 
THE PILOT CAN SAFELY EXERCISE THE F~ILEGES OF HIS PILOT CEF:T. : 

THE 168 Brn-IN rs DESIGNED TO GIVE Y~NE FLY-IN ALL.. THE •· 
NECESSARY GROUND AND AIR WORK AT ONES I G WITH ALL YOUR FRIENDS 
AND AT A DIRT CHEAT PRICE (LIKE NOTHING 'THE GROUND WORK AND * 
EXPENSES FOR THE AIR- WORK). AND IF YOU TH K YOU NOT READY FOR THE 
REVIEW BUT WANT TO BRUSH UP WE GOT THE INSTRUCTORS FOR THAT TOO. * 

·i(· 

A NUMBER OF OTHER FOLKS MAY JUST WANT TO FLY A PLANE AROUND WITH• 
AN INSTRUCTOR ON A FIRST FLIGHT OR JUST GET UP IN THE AIR TO TAKE• 
PICTURES ALL THAT CAN BE DONE TOO . * 

* OTHERS WILL WANT TO JUST VISIT, KICK TIRES, EAT HOT DOGS AND VISIT 
SOME MORE. • • * 

* SO PLAN TO BE THERE. . • * 
..... 

ATTACHED IS A SIGN-UP SHEET PLEZ FILL OUT AS NECESSARY, THIS TO * 
HELF' US SCHEDULE PEOPLE, PLANES, ETC * 

** * ** A HAND-OUT WITH MAPS, EVENTS, AND SCHEDULES WILL BE AVAILABLE AT• 
** THE MONTHLY MEETING 7'- Af'R .84 SEE YOU THERE • 
** * 
*********************************************************************** 

, .. -~ ... 
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Flying a PITTS 
MAKES YOU SPECIAL ! 

We're proud to announce our 
appointment as a dealer for 
Pitts Aerobatics, offering a 
full line of parts, kits, an·d 
CERTIFICATED FACTORY-BUILT 
AIRPLANES, including the 
260 hp S-2B, the ultimate 
fabulous NEW two place 
aircraft for instruction AND 
unlimited competition. 

Mailing Address: 
P.O. Box 40002 

Garland, Texas 75040 
(214) 271-7320 

83mce Siotl~et 
Chief Barnstormer 

ALCOA-the 
GasoLEAN machine! 

We are STOCKING distributors 
for the entire line of quality 
products - TCP, Vernier Controls, 
EGT's, CHT's and engine 
analyzers, featuring the 
fantastic new MCCA series, 
the instruments that allow 
you to visually monitor all 
cylinders simultaneously. 
Dealer inquiries invited. 

Hangar (South B1,1ilding): 
Rockwall Airport (West Side) 

Rockwall, Texas 75087 
(214) 722-8375 

Joo1111.e Sw&~t 
· Chief Anonymous 

(-
SYNTHETIC LUBRICANTS 

BILLY R. WOFFORD 
AMS/OIL DIRECT DEALER 

Ft. Worth, TX 76180 
INCREASED H.P. 
FUEL EFFICIENT 
REDUCES FRICTION 

(817) 281-6458 
BETTER COOLING 

LOWER OXIDATION STABILITY 
CALL FOR DETAILS 

COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT MATERIA~S STITS DISTRIBUTOR 
LONG-EZE, DRAGONFLY BEST PROCESS 
SAF-T-POXY, FIBERGLASS, BEST PRICES 
FOAM AND ACCESSORIES. \:.. BEST SERVICE 

ALPHA PLASTICS, INC. 
Route 1 , Box 231 

West, Texas 76691 
(817) 826-3639 

VISA & MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED 
SAME OR NEXT DAY SHIPMENT . ... 

OWNERS: 
IRA & ELIZABETH HALE 

FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER. 
If you Need Insurance of Any Kind--
Auto, Plane, Home, Business ••• Let: 

DELMO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY 

Find Answer to Your Particular Need. 

Just Call: 458 - 7550 15790 DOOLEr ROAD 
DALLAS, TEX1S 75234 .. 

Delmo (Pitts Special) Johnson 

~~ Bud Judy 
c,~o• ---------

~v.~~ NEW STITS DEALER 
+~~~~ FOR DALLAS AREA! 

-(Located near 
Addison Airport) 

214-380-1105 

4133 High Star Dallas, TX 75252 

'.J{IGH &TA'R, 
AVIATION. HANGAR YOUR AIRCRAFT 

~ with someone who appreciates 

Sport Aircraft! 

Space available in new 60 1 x 60 1 

hangar along runway at Aero Valley 

Contact: Bud Judy 214-380-1105 

Airplanes 
Instruments 

Used Parts 
Engines 

Radios 

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS 
8701 Cardinal Road 

Fort Worth, Texas 76180 
(across from Mangham Airport) 

BOBBY OSBORN 
Bus. 817-281-8468 

Res. (metro) 268-2786 

AIRPLANE KITS 
SPRUCE 

~ WELDED , .. 
ASSEMBLIES . 

HARDWARE 

Alpha Aviation Supply Co. 
RUSS CHAMBER& P. 0 . BOX 641 e GREENVILLE, TEXAS 74501 

527 - 3817 214-455-3593 
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DMNYAIR 

SUMMER CAMP- Boys and Girls, age 7 -17 
LODGE AND FACILITIES- Parties, Retreats 

AIRPORT- Fuel, Instruction, Hangers 
Luxury Guest House 

PRESIDENT 
CLASSIFIED ADVT. 
Gerry C&tha 
:527 Sh■lly Ct. 
Duncanvill■ 7S137 
21-\-298-446-\ 

VICE PRESIDENT 
pROGRAMS 
John Crisw■ll 
6S34 M■rced
Dall•• TX 7S214 
214-82-\-2902 

SECRETARY 
COMM'L ADVERTISING 
D•l• Brooks 
2100 Via Balboa 
Carrollton TX 7Slil06 
214-386--\026 

TREASURER 
Clair Button 
2113 Cl■•r�i•ld Cir 
Richardson TX 7!5081 
214-231-6070 

ADVISOR (1983 ec••> 
MEMBERSHIP RECORDS 
Mor,ro■ McDonald 
4130 Shor■cr■st 
Dallas TX 7!5209 
214-3!52-1S64 

"ECHOES" EQIJQR 
Clar■nc■ Way 
7119 Dal■wood Ln 
Dalla• TX 7S214 
214-827-23!57 

PYQLI§HER 
Erni■ Ludwick 
31.30 Pin Oak 
DallH TX 7:5234X 
214-241-118!5 

LIBRARIAN 
Don Brookshi■r 
1802 Gl■r,garry Dr. 
Carrolltor, 7:1006 
214-242-S601 

FLY-IN COORDINATOR 
Peggy & Bob Cutler 
214-3&1-l56S1 

TOOL CUSTDDifl'i 
Rob■rt Gttr■n 
3021 Stor,■heng■ 
Carrolltor, 7!5006 
214-242-S911 

CHAPTER RECORDS 
Pete Ohlson (Dir> 

E.A..A.. DALLAS CHAPTER 168
POST OFFICE BOX 168

ADDISON, TEXAS 75001

DJ RECTORS 

Dwan 9..-uctt 

602 Opal Lar,e 
Richardson 7Slil8111 
214-231-3946 

.John Crook 
:5!51 Har,over 
Al l■n TX 7:5002 
214-727-26!53 

Charlie Grant 
3!568 Clov■rdal■ 
Dallas TX 7S234 
214-247-2491 

Pet■ Ohlson 
8928 Mackney La 
Dallas TX 7S238 
214-3lt8-1823 

.John Russell 
.3522 Kinmor■ 
Dallas TX 75223 
214-826-4464 

PARTS • ACCESSORIES • HARDWARE 

(214) 350-5531 To/I-free in Texas 1 (800) 442-3058 

2818 CENTURY (Off Denton Drive) 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75220 

QE§I13NEES 

R. K. (Dick> Cavin 
10!529 Soaarton Dr. 
Dall.as TX 7S229 
<!14-3:51-"604 

AV OIL 

(-
2 CYCLE 

OIL 

SYNTHETIC LUBRICANTS 
Clarence McDonald 
1100 Lak■shore 
Mesquite TX 7S149 
·214-288-6777 

.Ji• Rushing 
Route 1 BoN 107 
Allen TX 7:5002 
214-23�-9264 days 
214-727-:5630 h011■ 

SAFETY OfFICEft 
Nor• & Sharon Beaton 
11240 DruMMOnd Dr. 
Dall•• TX 7Si!28 
214-279-3791 

T.N. "Jim" PUTNEY 
AMS/OIL DEALER 

1707 W. Lavender Lane 
Arlington, TX 76013 

817-274-1083


